Abstract: This article analyzes various configurations of Hybrid Energy Storage Systems consisting of batteries only, combinations of batteries and supercapacitors, and supercapacitors only. For the presented configurations, mathematical models that were used in research in terms of energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions were developed, employing a 12-m city bus as a test bed. The tests were carried out using standard test cycles for heavy vehicles as well as routes developed on the basis of actual road conditions. The obtained test results confirmed that the lowest energy consumption is characterized by the system supplied exclusively by batteries (855 Wh/km), followed by a hybrid system of a large battery with a small supercapacitor (941 Wh/km), a hybrid system with a large supercapacitor and a small battery pack (1087 Wh/km), and finally a system with a supercapacitor only (1091 Wh/km). In comparison with the conventional diesel power system (3967 Wh/km), the CO 2 emission reductions ranged from 27% to 43%, depending on the source of electrical energy.
Introduction
The emerging weather anomalies around the world [1] , being the result of climate change, are an impulse for decision-makers to limit the emission of toxic gases generated in the transport sector. One such action was the signing of the Katowice climate package in December 2018 obligating transport sectors to reduce carbon dioxide emissions [2] [3] [4] . At the same time, there is an emergence of legislation on exhaust emissions [5] , which affects the prices of energy resources and electricity, and thus has an impact on the development of technology. One of the technologies with the largest pro-climate potential that currently can meet the stringent regulations regarding exhaust emissions in road transport is the technology associated with electric drive. The potential application of electric drive technology in urban transport allows the reduction of substances and noise emissions, which are harmful for the environment and human health, and which are generated in drive systems employing conventional internal combustion engines. Bearing in mind the above, it is reasonable to take up the subject of testing the energy consumption of electric buses with various propulsion system configurations and for different operating conditions. The considerations should include technological aspects related to the adopted configuration of the propulsion system in which, usually, the final element generating the torque is an electric motor. The choice of a particular propulsion system technology is also influenced by the climatic conditions in which the vehicle is operated, the vehicle's loading condition, and the driver's driving style.
The topic of using different technologies in urban electric buses was undertaken by many engineers. Initial research was related to the analysis of properties and the possibility of using mainly hybrid propulsion systems [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] in city buses using internal combustion engines in series [11] or parallel layouts [12] as well as hydraulic drive [13] and CNG powered systems [14] . With the introduction of increasingly restrictive emissions standards for road transport, technological solutions based on purely battery drive systems [15] and their variants using hybrid battery-capacitors systems [16] [17] [18] [19] , replaceable energy store systems [20, 21] or range extenders [22] are sought. In addition to the mentioned technologies, research related to the use of photovoltaic panels [23] or hydrogen fuel cells [24, 25] for city electric buses was conducted. Research was also carried out using several electric motors in the drive system of a bus [26, 27] . A separate group of studies consisted of works aimed at the optimization of the electric drive system [28] [29] [30] through the appropriate control of its components [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] or cooperating charging infrastructures [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , including wireless charging systems [41, 42] . A study [43] has proposed the use of energy-saving guidelines for the regulation of electric bus traffic by determining the minimum number of passengers and reducing the mass of batteries to a level that provides the necessary reserves of power.
An important aspect in the operation of electric vehicles is the possibility of using it in various climatic conditions. Studies on this issue were mainly related to the use of appropriate devices such as heat pumps [44, 45] , air conditioning systems, [46] [47] [48] and other systems [49] used to condition elements of the electric drive system, driver's cab, and passenger compartment. The last group of publications offers analyses of the results obtained during the operation of urban electric buses under real conditions [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] .
In this work, the author presents the results of simulation studies of an electric drive system for a city bus, with the possibility of powering it from one of four energy sources: a purely battery system, a battery system with a small package of supercapacitors (SUPCAP), a layout with a large package of supercapacitors and a small package of batteries, and a system with a large package of supercapacitors. The proposed types of energy storage including Hybrid Energy Storage System (HESS) can be used both in newly built electric buses as well as in existing electric buses, e.g., in trolleybuses. The application of energy storage in trolleybuses, which are powered from the traction network, increases their operability and grants them the autonomy of moving away from this network and operation in its vicinity.
The behavior of the mentioned energy storage systems in powering the electric drive system of a 12-meter city bus was analyzed in various standard test cycles (SORT 1, SORT 2, SORT 3, MBC, OCBC, UDDS-HD, BCDC), various road conditions related to changing speeds and road inclination variations (Gdynia-Flat, Gdynia-Hills), and different temperatures and passenger loading percentage conditions.
Energy Storage System Configuration
Contemporary configurations of the drive systems of city buses can take many forms. The most common are hybrid systems, which use different types of energy storage. One can meet solutions using batteries (BEV-Battery Electric Vehicle) or Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESS), which most often consists of various types of batteries or batteries coupled with supercapacitors. Generally, engineering efforts are aimed at limiting emissions of exhaust gases that are harmful to health and human life as well as urban architecture. They include nitrous oxides (NO x ), sulfur oxides (SO x ), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), methane (CH4), volatile non-methane organic compounds (NMVOC), and particulate matter (PM) and are accompanied with emissions of greenhouse gases of which carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) is the most well-known.
During the tests, four systems of electric energy storage, consisting of various configurations of battery packs and/or supercapacitors, were analyzed. Figure 1a presents the configuration of the propulsion system, which consists of a battery pack, an inverter controlling the operation of the electric traction motor, a drive transmission system, and a DC/DC converter powering the on-board and auxiliary devices. Figure 1b shows the configuration of the electric drive system, which was extended relative to the layout of Figure 1a by the addition of a small bank of supercapacitors. Figure 1c illustrates the configuration of an electric propulsion system similar to the one shown in Figure 1b but in reversed proportions: The battery pack is small, while the main role of electricity storage is done by a large supercapacitor pack. Finally, the fourth configuration is a system powered only from a large bank of supercapacitors.
Figure 1b but in reversed proportions: The battery pack is small, while the main role of electricity storage is done by a large supercapacitor pack. Finally, the fourth configuration is a system powered only from a large bank of supercapacitors. Currently, there are several types of lithium-ion batteries available on the market such as Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LiCoO2, abbreviation: LCO), Lithium Manganese Oxide (LiMn2O4, abbreviation: LMO), Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (LiNiMnCoO2, abbreviation: NMC), and Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide (LiNiCoAlO2, abbreviation: NCA). During the research [55] , due to the best safety-related parameters and a large number of charging cycles, two types of batteries, Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4, abbreviation: LFP) and Lithium Titanate (Li4Ti5O12, abbreviation: LTO), which are considered for use in these types of propulsion systems, were modeled.
The choice of the battery technology from the ones mentioned above has its justification in their comparison, shown in Figure 2 . Of the many types of batteries mentioned, only LFP and LTO batteries have the highest fire safety level and a high number of charge cycles, at a minimum level of 3000 cycles. In addition, in selecting a given type of energy storage for making up the HESS, it was assumed that the planned vehicle range will be about 100 km. The other criteria used in the design of energy store are the availability of space on-board the vehicle and the mass of a given type of battery, which has a direct impact on the possibility of limiting the space available to passengers. As a result, two hybrid energy stores were obtained: a large battery with a small supercapacitor with a mass ratio of 22%/78%, respectively, and a stored energy ratio of 1%/99%, respectively, as well as a hybrid system with large supercapacitors and a small battery pack with a mass ratio of 64%/36%, respectively, and the ratio of energy of 8%/92%, respectively.
An important element affecting the traction parameters achieved by the electric city bus is a thermal conditioning system, used both to maintain optimal temperatures in the cabin of the vehicle, where the passengers and driver reside, as well as to manage the temperatures achieved by the elements of the electric drive system. For the considered electric bus drive configurations (Figure 1 ), two variants of the heating system were analyzed. The first one uses a liquid heating system with electric heaters and conventional air conditioning, and the other uses a heat pump. [55] , due to the best safety-related parameters and a large number of charging cycles, two types of batteries, Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO 4 , abbreviation: LFP) and Lithium Titanate (Li 4 Ti 5 O 12 , abbreviation: LTO), which are considered for use in these types of propulsion systems, were modeled.
An important element affecting the traction parameters achieved by the electric city bus is a thermal conditioning system, used both to maintain optimal temperatures in the cabin of the vehicle, where the passengers and driver reside, as well as to manage the temperatures achieved by the elements of the electric drive system. For the considered electric bus drive configurations (Figure 1 ), two variants of the heating system were analyzed. The first one uses a liquid heating system with electric heaters and conventional air conditioning, and the other uses a heat pump. The choice of a particular configuration of the electric drive system should depend on factors affecting the parameters obtained by the vehicle, such as energy consumption and the achieved range. The most important factors affecting the design of the electric drive system of the bus in terms of a particular location where it will be operated include the length of the daily route, the difference in elevation on the route, the intensity of traffic on the route, hydrometeorological conditions (mainly air temperature), the number of passengers on board, the possibility of recharging the energy storage from fast chargers during operation, the availability of infrastructure in a given area, and the load for the local electric power grid. In addition to the above-mentioned factors affecting the amount of energy consumed by the vehicle, the design process of the electric drive system should also take into account the properties and parameters (efficiency) of the electric drive system components, the location of the individual elements affecting the working temperatures (roof, front, back, center) [56] , the energy store charging current (fast, normal), the thresholds of discharge and charge of the energy storage, and the work schedule of the drive system (charging time, discharge time, idle periods).
The parameters of the electric components of the bus drive system presented in Figure 1 are shown in Table 1 . The choice of a particular configuration of the electric drive system should depend on factors affecting the parameters obtained by the vehicle, such as energy consumption and the achieved range. The most important factors affecting the design of the electric drive system of the bus in terms of a particular location where it will be operated include the length of the daily route, the difference in elevation on the route, the intensity of traffic on the route, hydrometeorological conditions (mainly air temperature), the number of passengers on board, the possibility of recharging the energy storage from fast chargers during operation, the availability of infrastructure in a given area, and the load for the local electric power grid. In addition to the above-mentioned factors affecting the amount of energy consumed by the vehicle, the design process of the electric drive system should also take into account the properties and parameters (efficiency) of the electric drive system components, the location of the individual elements affecting the working temperatures (roof, front, back, center) [56] , the energy store charging current (fast, normal), the thresholds of discharge and charge of the energy storage, and the work schedule of the drive system (charging time, discharge time, idle periods).
The parameters of the electric components of the bus drive system presented in Figure 1 are shown in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows the forces acting on the bus body taken into account during modeling the movement resistances of the electric bus during operation [57] . In the simulation tests, the basic forces acting on the vehicle structure were used. These forces are related to the motion resistance caused by the vehicle aerodynamic resistance F A , which is mainly related to the geometric dimensions of the vehicle; the rolling resistance F R , which is dependent on tire parameters and the surface on which the vehicle moves; and the resistance related to the transmission of torque in the drive system F D . In addition to these, other forces must also be taken into account, i.e., those associated with the gravitational force F GR (vehicle weight); vehicle normal force acting on the ground F N ; sliding force F S ; force associated with vehicle inertia F IN , and the driving force F M generated by the vehicle's drive system. For a moving bus, the sum of forces acting on its body may be described by means of the following:
Modeling
The aerodynamic resistance of the bus can be determined from the following dependence:
where C d is the electric bus drag coefficient (-); A is the frontal area of the electric bus (m 2 ); ρ is the ambient air density (kg/m 3 ); and v is the electric bus speed (m/s). Rolling resistance can be determined on the basis of the following:
where m is the electric bus weight (kg); g is the standard gravity (m/s 2 ); µ R is the electric bus wheels rolling resistance coefficient (m); R is the electric bus wheel radius (m); α is the road inclination (deg); and a is the acceleration of the electric bus (m/s 2 ). The sliding force of the vehicle was calculated based on the following:
Resistance associated with the inertia forces caused by acceleration and braking of the vehicle was determined based on the following:
The bus structure also has the forces associated with transmitting the torque to the wheels and the losses that are associated with it: where T DS is the torque at drive shafts at rated speed (Nm); ω DS is the average speed of wheel drive shafts (rad/s); and ω nDS is the nominal rotational speed of wheel drive shafts (rad/s). The drive torque generated by the electric motor is the source of the driving force F M transmitted by the differential and axle to the wheels of the vehicle:
where T M is the torque produced by the electric motor (Nm) and n D is the differential gear ratio (-). On the basis of measurements recorded on real buses operating in traffic (Figure 4 ), both conventional diesel and battery-powered, a simulation model of electric bus was developed. For the research being conducted, a very important fact is that the adopted vehicle model is the same for all configurations of the electric drive system. The parameters of the elements of the electric propulsion system of the vehicle (power, mass) and the conditions of vehicle operation (temperature, loading condition, slope of the terrain) can change. In other words, for two identical vehicles operated in completely different environmental conditions, it is possible to obtain completely different test results. where is the torque at drive shafts at rated speed (Nm); is the average speed of wheel drive shafts (rad/s); and is the nominal rotational speed of wheel drive shafts (rad/s). The drive torque generated by the electric motor is the source of the driving force FM transmitted by the differential and axle to the wheels of the vehicle:
where is the torque produced by the electric motor (Nm) and is the differential gear ratio (-). On the basis of measurements recorded on real buses operating in traffic (Figure 4) , both conventional diesel and battery-powered, a simulation model of electric bus was developed. For the research being conducted, a very important fact is that the adopted vehicle model is the same for all configurations of the electric drive system. The parameters of the elements of the electric propulsion system of the vehicle (power, mass) and the conditions of vehicle operation (temperature, loading condition, slope of the terrain) can change. In other words, for two identical vehicles operated in completely different environmental conditions, it is possible to obtain completely different test results. It is therefore justified to make an objective attempt to analyze the use of various types of energy storage in electric buses. The inspiration to undertake this type of research is the fact that a It is therefore justified to make an objective attempt to analyze the use of various types of energy storage in electric buses. The inspiration to undertake this type of research is the fact that a part of the fleet of buses used in public transport in Gdynia are trolleybuses. Trolleybuses are a variation of urban electric buses that are powered from a traction network stretched over the road. The range of operation of trolleybuses depends on this traction network, which is expensive to expand and maintain. The natural consequence of the city's development is the emergence of new districts that require service through public transport. A cheaper and simpler procedure than building new traction network segments could be to use an electric bus or to add a battery pack and/or supercapacitors to existing trolleybuses. It is possible to extend the functionality of existing solutions by using hybrid electric energy storage in vehicles, which can also be charged during operation. For this reason, the possibility of using batteries and supercapacitors in an electric bus was tested.
The OpenModelica software was used to model the electric drive system of a bus powered from various energy storage configurations. The developed mathematical model of the electric bus ( Figure 5 ) reflects the work of subsystems and modules included in the considered vehicle as a whole, such as:
• Thermal conditioning system module for the electrical components of the propulsion system and the passenger compartment, together with the ventilation system consisting mainly of the heat pump module, the valve manifold controlling the flow of thermal energy, and heat exchangers; • Module simulating the load of auxiliary on-board equipment (low-voltage vehicle installation, vehicle lighting system, passenger information system, ticket validator system, power steering system support system, pneumatic braking support system, etc.).
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The body of the vehicle together with the forces acting on it;  Electric drive system consisting of a synchronous motor module, an inverter module, and an electric energy storage module;  Power transmission system with differential;  Vehicle route referencing module, including support and control of acceleration and braking pedals;  Module for setting temperature parameters of the external environment;  Module for determining the state of loading of the vehicle (number of passengers onboard);  Thermal conditioning system module for the electrical components of the propulsion system and the passenger compartment, together with the ventilation system consisting mainly of the heat pump module, the valve manifold controlling the flow of thermal energy, and heat exchangers;  Module simulating the load of auxiliary on-board equipment (low-voltage vehicle installation, vehicle lighting system, passenger information system, ticket validator system, power steering system support system, pneumatic braking support system, etc.). In addition, the presented bus model includes auxiliary modules for energy measurement. The vehicle body module models the mass of the vehicle itself, and the mass of passengers and the driver, as two interconnected masses engaged in a translational movement. The force transmitted by the vehicle's drive wheels acts on this modeled mass assembly, which is modeled as the perfect wheel rolling without slip and driven by the torque coming from the differential module ( Figure 6 ). In addition, the presented bus model includes auxiliary modules for energy measurement. The vehicle body module models the mass of the vehicle itself, and the mass of passengers and the driver, as two interconnected masses engaged in a translational movement. The force transmitted by the vehicle's drive wheels acts on this modeled mass assembly, which is modeled as the perfect wheel rolling without slip and driven by the torque coming from the differential module ( Figure 6 ). The second source in direct reaction with the mass of the bus are movement resistances, such as aerodynamic resistance, rolling resistance of the bus wheels, and resistance associated with driving on inclined sections of the road. In the module characterizing the bus bodywork, a vehicle main brake model was also included, which can be controlled both by the speed controller located in the motor inverter module as well as by the bus route referencing module that activates the brake when the bus stops. Figure 7 shows model of the module describing thermal properties of the passenger compartment. The second source in direct reaction with the mass of the bus are movement resistances, such as aerodynamic resistance, rolling resistance of the bus wheels, and resistance associated with driving on inclined sections of the road. In the module characterizing the bus bodywork, a vehicle main brake model was also included, which can be controlled both by the speed controller located in the motor inverter module as well as by the bus route referencing module that activates the brake when the bus stops. Figure 7 shows model of the module describing thermal properties of the passenger compartment.
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In addition, the presented bus model includes auxiliary modules for energy measurement. The vehicle body module models the mass of the vehicle itself, and the mass of passengers and the driver, as two interconnected masses engaged in a translational movement. The force transmitted by the vehicle's drive wheels acts on this modeled mass assembly, which is modeled as the perfect wheel rolling without slip and driven by the torque coming from the differential module ( Figure 6 ). The second source in direct reaction with the mass of the bus are movement resistances, such as aerodynamic resistance, rolling resistance of the bus wheels, and resistance associated with driving on inclined sections of the road. In the module characterizing the bus bodywork, a vehicle main brake model was also included, which can be controlled both by the speed controller located in the motor inverter module as well as by the bus route referencing module that activates the brake when the bus stops. Figure 7 shows model of the module describing thermal properties of the passenger compartment. In addition to the modules presented above, a model of a traction battery package was developed, which reflects the operation of the energy storage depending on the type of batteries used, along with the accompanying physical and chemical phenomena described by the appropriate characteristics (increase of internal resistance at temperature drop, self-heating during operation). Three components were used to model the battery pack: an adjustable voltage source block symbolizing the electromotive force of the cells, which changes its value along with the battery State of Charge (SOC); a variable resistance block that changes its value in accordance with temperature of the battery; and a heat mass block describing the heat capacity of all cells configured in the battery pack. In addition, the battery pack model allows cooperation with the thermal conditioning system via a heat port. The supercapacitor bank is modeled in a similar way.
An element used to provide a route for the tested configuration of the electric bus drive system is the vehicle route referencing module. This module has been configured to work with standardized [58] [59] [60] ready-made files describing the test cycles used to estimate the energy consumption of the vehicle. The testing standards were developed by various international agencies (EPA [60] , DieselNet [61] , EU [62] ) and accepted for use by the World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29) [63] .
The content of the files shows the current value of the slope of the road and the elevation profile as a function of the distance from the starting point or the speed at which the vehicle is to move on a given section of the route.
Simulations Results
Simulation studies have been divided into three parts. In the first part of the test, standardized procedures used to determine the energy consumption of vehicles were used to test six different propulsion systems: BEV, BEV with HESS, and ICE. In the second part, simulation tests were carried out for the systems presented in the first part. Tests employed two routes based on actual bus route data with a length of about 100 km each. In the third part, the electric drive system powered by BEV (LFP) was analyzed for various passenger load percentages, different ambient temperature conditions, and the use of different temperature conditioning systems of the passenger compartment and drive system components. For calculations related to the number of passengers, the weight of one passenger was assumed to be 68 kg, and the driver's weight of 150 kg was adopted.
Research on Energy Consumption Using Test Cycles WP.29
Six propulsion system configurations were tested in accordance with the contents of Table 1 and on the basis of Figure 1 . The first two configurations concern drive systems powered by the LFP and LTO battery packages, respectively. In the next three configurations, HESS was used, consisting of supercapacitors and batteries (SUPCAP-BEV (LFP), BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP, SUPCAP). HESS systems, the majority of which employ supercapacitors, were recharged during stopovers at bus stops. In the last system, a purely diesel powered diesel engine was modeled. The tests were based on cycles (SORT 1, SORT 2, SORT 3, UDDS-HD, OCBC, MBC, BCDC) used to estimate the energy consumption of trucks and buses.
The test routes SORT 1, SORT 2, and SORT 3 consist of defined road section lengths and the speed with which these sections are to be travelled, as well as certain minimum acceleration values when starting from standstill. On the other hand, the UDDS-HD, OCBC, MBC, and BCDC test routes have a strictly defined speed profile. The effect of adopting certain speed profiles is the movement of vehicles on the given route profiles with the same speed. In contrast, travel times for the SORT 1, SORT 2, and SORT 3 routes, for which there are no restrictions in the form of certain speed values, may be different.
In the graphs showing the change of temperature values, the temperature of a given type of battery pack in the propulsion system is marked with a continuous line while the supercapacitor temperature is represented by the dotted line, excluding the SUPCAP system, where the temperature of the supercapacitors was marked with a continuous line.
Bus Energy Consumption Tests Using the SORT 1 Test
The SORT 1 cycle (Heavy Urban) [64] models the behavior of a heavy vehicle, such as a bus, for the intensity of road traffic in large cities. The average speed of the bus in this cycle is 12.1 km/h and results from the large number of stops during the tests due to the fact that the bus halts at stops and traffic lights. The maximum speed in SORT 1 is 40 km/h. The length of the test route is 0.52 km, and the travel time is about 154.5 s. During the tests, the basic SORT 1 route was repeated four times. Figure 8 shows the set value of the vehicle speed during the SORT 1 test.
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Despite the small difference in the mass of tested vehicles-not exceeding 2% of total mass-there were significant differences in energy consumption resulting from the properties of individual components of the electric drive system. From the presented characteristics, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for a battery system consisting of LTO (967.8 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (990.5 Wh/km), BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP (1016.2 Wh/km), BEV (LFP) (1239.9 Wh/km), SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) (1000 Wh/km), SUPCAP (1239.9 Wh/km), and DIESEL (5793.2 Wh/km). In relation to the diesel power system, energy consumption was correspondingly lower for the BEV system (LTO) by 83.3%, BEV (LFP) by 82.9%, BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP by 82.5%, SUPCAP -BEV (LFP) by 78.6%, and SUPCAP by 78.6%.
From the presented results, a regenerative braking at the level of 30-40% was obtained for the electric bus traveling at a low average speed. With the exception of the SUPCAP energy store variant, relatively small changes in temperature have been recorded, which resulted from the short time of their operation.
Bus Energy Consumption Tests Using the SORT 2 Test
The SORT 2 cycle (Easy Urban) [64] depicts traffic conditions in cities. The average speed of the bus in this cycle is 18 km/h, and the maximum speed is 50 km/h. The length of the test route is 0.9 km, and the travel time is around 183.9 s. During the tests, the basic route was looped four times. Figure 10 shows the value of the set vehicle speed during the SORT 2 test. 
The SORT 2 cycle (Easy Urban) [64] depicts traffic conditions in cities. The average speed of the bus in this cycle is 18 km/h, and the maximum speed is 50 km/h. The length of the test route is 0.9 km, and the travel time is around 183.9 s. During the tests, the basic route was looped four times. Figure 10 shows the value of the set vehicle speed during the SORT 2 test. The average distance traveled by the vehicle in this test was 4.6 km. From the presented characteristics, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for a battery system based on LTO (841.2 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (870.6 Wh/km), BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP (893.3 Wh/km), SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) (1030.6 Wh/km), SUPCAP (1041.5 Wh/km), and DIESEL (4703.3 Wh/km). In relation to the diesel power system, energy consumption was correspondingly lower for the BEV system (LTO) by 82.1%, BEV (LFP) by 81.5%, BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP by 81%, SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) by 78.1%, and SUPCAP by 77.9%.
The SORT family of tests has a gentle speed characteristic for both acceleration and braking. This allows the drive system to decelerate the bus speed only by regenerative braking and without the need to engage the vehicle's main brakes. The periods of regenerative braking are visible in the total energy consumption graph as falling sections of the consumption curve, and also in the power diagram of the engine as periods of negative power. With the exception of systems with supercapacitors, there were no significant increases in the temperature of the energy store.
Bus Energy Consumption Tests Using the SORT 3 Test
The SORT 3 cycle (Suburban) [64] describes traffic conditions prevailing in extra-urban traffic and on the outskirts of cities. The average speed of the bus in this cycle is 25.3 km/h, and the maximum speed is 60 km/h. The length of the test route is 1.45 km, and the travel time is around 206.2 s. During the tests, the fundamental route was looped four times. Figure 12 shows the value of the set vehicle speed during the implementation of the SORT 3 test. The SORT family of tests has a gentle speed characteristic for both acceleration and braking. This allows the drive system to decelerate the bus speed only by regenerative braking and without the need to engage the vehicle's main brakes. The periods of regenerative braking are visible in the total energy consumption graph as falling sections of the consumption curve, and also in the power diagram of the engine as periods of negative power. With the exception of systems with supercapacitors, there were no significant increases in the temperature of the energy store.
The SORT 3 cycle (Suburban) [64] describes traffic conditions prevailing in extra-urban traffic and on the outskirts of cities. The average speed of the bus in this cycle is 25.3 km/h, and the maximum speed is 60 km/h. The length of the test route is 1.45 km, and the travel time is around 206.2 s. During the tests, the fundamental route was looped four times. Figure 12 shows the value of the set vehicle speed during the implementation of the SORT 3 test. The average distance traveled by the vehicle in this test was 7.25 km. From the presented characteristics, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for a battery system using LTO (787.2 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (816. Based on the registered data related to the energy consumption for all 3 SORT cycles, three types of drive systems can be distinguished. The first type, with the least energy consumption, is associated with drive systems characterized by the predominant share of battery weight in the energy store (LTO, LFP, LFP-SUPCAP). The second type of drive system, with slightly higher energy consumption, includes systems where supercapacitors dominate the mass share in the energy storage system (SUPCAP and SUPCAP-BATT systems). The third type of drive system, with very high energy consumption, includes a drive system with an internal combustion engine.
In all three SORT tests, there was a beneficial effect on the work of the entire energy storage from adding a small supercapacitor. When comparing the temperature of the battery pack in the variants BEV (LFP) and BEV-SUPCAP, the battery in the variant with the supercapacitor shows a lower temperature increase, which can be explained by smaller current surges at the moment of regenerative braking. The recovered energy can be temporarily stored in a supercapacitor and later reused to accelerate the vehicle.
Studies of Energy Consumption by a Bus Using the UDDS-HD Test
The UDDS-HD cycle [61] reflects the conditions of road traffic in large cities with fast traffic sections. The average speed of the bus in this cycle is 30.4 km/h, and the top speed is 93.3 km/h. The duration of the test is 1060 s, and the test route is 8.9 km long. During the tests, the route was looped twice. Figure 14 shows the set value of the vehicle speed during the UDDS-HD test. Based on the registered data related to the energy consumption for all 3 SORT cycles, three types of drive systems can be distinguished. The first type, with the least energy consumption, is associated with drive systems characterized by the predominant share of battery weight in the energy store (LTO, LFP, LFP-SUPCAP). The second type of drive system, with slightly higher energy consumption, includes systems where supercapacitors dominate the mass share in the energy storage system (SUPCAP and SUPCAP-BATT systems). The third type of drive system, with very high energy consumption, includes a drive system with an internal combustion engine.
The UDDS-HD cycle [61] reflects the conditions of road traffic in large cities with fast traffic sections. The average speed of the bus in this cycle is 30.4 km/h, and the top speed is 93.3 km/h. The duration of the test is 1060 s, and the test route is 8.9 km long. During the tests, the route was looped twice. Figure 14 shows the set value of the vehicle speed during the UDDS-HD test. Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) Based on the registered data related to the energy consumption for all 3 SORT cycles, three types of drive systems can be distinguished. The first type, with the least energy consumption, is associated with drive systems characterized by the predominant share of battery weight in the energy store (LTO, LFP, LFP-SUPCAP). The second type of drive system, with slightly higher energy consumption, includes systems where supercapacitors dominate the mass share in the energy storage system (SUPCAP and SUPCAP-BATT systems). The third type of drive system, with very high energy consumption, includes a drive system with an internal combustion engine.
The UDDS-HD cycle [61] reflects the conditions of road traffic in large cities with fast traffic sections. The average speed of the bus in this cycle is 30.4 km/h, and the top speed is 93.3 km/h. The duration of the test is 1060 s, and the test route is 8.9 km long. During the tests, the route was looped twice. Figure 14 shows the set value of the vehicle speed during the UDDS-HD test. 
(f) In this test, the presence of the prolonged high speed section caused a rapid depletion of energy in the supercapacitor bank, which terminated the route prematurely. Energy consumption data concerning the SUPCAP variant takes into account only the short distance travelled in this test.
This example perfectly illustrates that the selection of the electric bus power source for a given route profile, that is the final place of operation, must be thought out beforehand and precisely calculated. Supercapacitors with too small capacities will not provide enough energy for travelling the distance between stops. In turn, too large capacities of the supercapacitors are associated with significant increase in weight of the vehicle and energy losses associated with the transport of excess mass. Figure 13b shows the moments of recharging supercapacitors during bus stopping (SUPCAP and SUPCAP-BEV variants) as well as periodic replenishment of energy from an additional small battery pack while driving (variant SUPCAP-BEV). Figure 13e also shows rapid temperature increases in the additional battery pack caused by high power consumption when the bus is moving at high speed sections of the test cycle.
During the UDDS-HD test, there are sections with mild acceleration up to the set value of the vehicle speed, with a small number of sections where it would be possible to achieve a significant regenerative braking effect. As a result, the supercapacitors act as an energy buffer to a small extent. The effect of this operating state is a stabilized temperature level of the energy storage, which entails smaller losses for its potential cooling.
Research on Energy Consumption by a Bus Using the OCBC Test
The OCBC (Orange County Bus Cycle) [61] characterizes the intensity of traffic in city centers. The duration of the cycle is about 1909 seconds, the average vehicle speed is 19.85 km/h, the maximum speed is 65.3 km/h, and the distance is about 10.49 km. Figure 16 shows the set value of vehicle speed during the OCBC test. In this test, the presence of the prolonged high speed section caused a rapid depletion of energy in the supercapacitor bank, which terminated the route prematurely. Energy consumption data concerning the SUPCAP variant takes into account only the short distance travelled in this test.
The OCBC (Orange County Bus Cycle) [61] characterizes the intensity of traffic in city centers. The duration of the cycle is about 1909 s, the average vehicle speed is 19.85 km/h, the maximum speed is 65.3 km/h, and the distance is about 10.49 km. Figure 16 shows the set value of vehicle speed during the OCBC test. From the presented characteristics, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for a battery system consisting of LTO (982.7 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (997. From the presented characteristics, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for a battery system consisting of LTO (982.7 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (997. During the OCBC test simulating city traffic, there is a large number of stops. For an electric bus equipped with the SUPCAP-BEV system, this route mode makes it possible to effectively use the regenerative braking. In comparison with other types of cycle tests, the SUPCAP-BEV system is characterized by a similar level of energy consumption to the others.
On the basis of the presented research results, there were no significant fluctuations in energy store temperatures except for systems with supercapacitors.
Bus Energy Consumption Tests Using the MBC Test
The MBC (Manhattan Bus Cycle) [61] was developed as a test cycle performed using a chassis dynamometer and is based on data recorded in buses traveling in the center of Manhattan in New York. A characteristic feature of the cycle is a very large number of stops and a low value of the average speed of about 11 km/h. The duration of the cycle is approximately 1089 s, the maximum speed is 40.88 km/h, and the trip distance is 3.31 km. During the tests, the test route was looped twice. Figure 18 shows the set value of the vehicle speed during the MBC test. regenerative braking. In comparison with other types of cycle tests, the SUPCAP-BEV system is characterized by a similar level of energy consumption to the others. On the basis of the presented research results, there were no significant fluctuations in energy store temperatures except for systems with supercapacitors.
The MBC (Manhattan Bus Cycle) [61] was developed as a test cycle performed using a chassis dynamometer and is based on data recorded in buses traveling in the center of Manhattan in New York. A characteristic feature of the cycle is a very large number of stops and a low value of the average speed of about 11 km/h. The duration of the cycle is approximately 1089 s, the maximum speed is 40.88 km/h, and the trip distance is 3.31 km. During the tests, the test route was looped twice. Figure 18 shows the set value of the vehicle speed during the MBC test. Due to the very large number of starts and stops and short sections between them, the MBC cycle is the most energy-intensive cycle of all the test routes presented. For this test cycle, one can very clearly observe the differences between the electric drive system, which makes use of the possibility of regenerative braking and the conventional diesel system without such a property. In this cycle, the difference in energy consumption between diesel-and electric-based drive systems is much greater than in other test cycles. The energy consumption of all propulsion variants in this test was also significantly higher than in any other test, and the temperature increases were also one of the highest. Many stops in the test caused the SUPCAP-BEV variant's supercapacitor to be recharged sufficiently often, and energy from the additional battery was not needed.
Bus Energy Consumption Tests Using the BCDC Test
The BCDC (Braunschweig City Driving Cycle) (Braunschweig Cycle) [60] characterizes the intensity of traffic in city centers.
The BCDC cycle has been developed mainly to test the energy consumption of public transport vehicles. The duration of the cycle is about 1740 seconds, the average vehicle speed is 22.9 km/h, the maximum speed is 58.2 km/h, and the distance is about 11 km. Figure 20 shows the set value of the vehicle speed during the BCDC test. The average distance traveled by the vehicle in this test was 6.62 km. From the presented characteristics, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for a battery system consisting of LTO (1300. Due to the very large number of starts and stops and short sections between them, the MBC cycle is the most energy-intensive cycle of all the test routes presented. For this test cycle, one can very clearly observe the differences between the electric drive system, which makes use of the possibility of regenerative braking and the conventional diesel system without such a property. In this cycle, the difference in energy consumption between diesel-and electric-based drive systems is much greater than in other test cycles. The energy consumption of all propulsion variants in this test was also significantly higher than in any other test, and the temperature increases were also one of the highest. Many stops in the test caused the SUPCAP-BEV variant's supercapacitor to be recharged sufficiently often, and energy from the additional battery was not needed.
The BCDC cycle has been developed mainly to test the energy consumption of public transport vehicles. The duration of the cycle is about 1740 seconds, the average vehicle speed is 22.9 km/h, the maximum speed is 58.2 km/h, and the distance is about 11 km. Figure 20 shows the set value of the vehicle speed during the BCDC test. From the presented characteristics, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for a battery system consisting of LTO (1020.6 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (1010.2 Wh/km), BEV (LFP) -SUPCAP (1138.1 Wh/km), SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) (1289 Wh/km), SUPCAP (1297.2 Wh/km), and DIESEL (4869.9 Wh/km). In relation to the diesel power system, energy consumption was correspondingly lower for the BEV system (LTO) by 79.0%, BEV (LFP) by 79.3%, BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP by 76.6%, SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) by 73.5%, and SUPCAP by 73.4%.
Similarly to the SORT 3 test, the BCDC test clearly shows the effect of the supercapacitor operation in the BEV-SUPCAP variant, but despite the battery being relieved of the currents caused by regenerative braking and subsequent acceleration, it cannot be concluded that this configuration is energy-efficient. The probable cause is the high internal resistance of the used supercapacitors as evidenced by the fact of their rapid temperature rise, which is marked with a gray continuous line in Figure 21e .
To sum up the conducted research using standardized test cycles on the energy consumption of an electric bus, it can be concluded that the highest energy consumption was noted for MBC (1300 Wh/km), followed by BCDC (1021 Wh/km), OCBC (983 Wh/km), SORT 1 (968 Wh/km), UDDS-HD (925 Wh/km), SORT 2 (841 Wh/km), and SORT 3 (787 Wh/km).
The use of an electric drive system in relation to a system using a diesel engine (with an equivalent energy consumption of 5793 Wh/km) allows to reduce energy consumption in the SORT 1 cycle by 83.3% for the BEV system (LTO), 82.9% for BEV (LFP), 82.5% for BEV (LFP) -SUPCAP, and 78.6% for both SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) and SUPCAP.
The relative reduction of CO2 emissions with respect to a drive with a diesel engine was 55.6% for the BEV system (LTO), 54.6% for BEV (LFP), 53.4% for BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP, and 43.2% for SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) and SUPCAP variants.
The obtained test results showed that energy stores using supercapacitors (SUPCAP, SUPCAP-BEV, BEV-SUPCAP) did not show a lower total energy consumption than purely battery based systems; on the contrary, in each standard road test, their energy consumption performance was slightly worse.
Research on Energy Consumption in the Gdynia-Flat, Gdynia-Hills Test Cycles
The presented drive systems (BEV (LTO), BEV (LFP), SUPCAP-BEV (LFP), BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP, SUPCAP, DIESEL) were tested on two test routes: Gdynia-Flat and Gdynia-Hills. The Gdynia-Flat route has been developed on the basis of real road conditions and is characterized by variable speeds at small changes in slope. Test route Gdynia-Hills is characterized by changes in both speed and inclination of the terrain. Figure 22 shows the velocity and altitude profile of the actual Gdynia-Flat route. The duration of the route is about 3500 s, average vehicle speed is 27.19 km/h, top speed is 70 km/h, and distance is about 25.4 km. From the presented characteristics, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for a battery system consisting of LTO (1020.6 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (1010.2 Wh/km), BEV (LFP) -SUPCAP (1138.1 Wh/km), SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) (1289 Wh/km), SUPCAP (1297.2 Wh/km), and DIESEL (4869.9 Wh/km). In relation to the diesel power system, energy consumption was correspondingly lower for the BEV system (LTO) by 79.0%, BEV (LFP) by 79.3%, BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP by 76.6%, SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) by 73.5%, and SUPCAP by 73.4%.
The relative reduction of CO 2 emissions with respect to a drive with a diesel engine was 55.6% for the BEV system (LTO), 54.6% for BEV (LFP), 53.4% for BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP, and 43.2% for SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) and SUPCAP variants.
The presented drive systems (BEV (LTO), BEV (LFP), SUPCAP-BEV (LFP), BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP, SUPCAP, DIESEL) were tested on two test routes: Gdynia-Flat and Gdynia-Hills. The Gdynia-Flat route has been developed on the basis of real road conditions and is characterized by variable speeds at small changes in slope. Test route Gdynia-Hills is characterized by changes in both speed and inclination of the terrain. Figure 22 shows the velocity and altitude profile of the actual Gdynia-Flat route. The duration of the route is about 3500 s, average vehicle speed is 27.19 km/h, top speed is 70 km/h, and distance is about 25.4 km. Figure 23 shows the speed and height profile of the actual Gdynia-Hills route. The duration of the route is about 3500 s, the average vehicle speed is 28.12 km/h, the maximum speed is 70 km/h, and the distance is approximately 24.2 km. Figure 23 shows the speed and height profile of the actual Gdynia-Hills route. The duration of the route is about 3500 s, the average vehicle speed is 28.12 km/h, the maximum speed is 70 km/h, and the distance is approximately 24.2 km. 
The Study on How Route Choice Impacts the Energy Consumption by the Electric Bus-Gdynia-Flat Route
The results of the test of drive systems on four loops of the Gdynia-Flat route with a total length of approximately 100 km are shown in Figure 24 . 
The results of the test of drive systems on four loops of the Gdynia-Flat route with a total length of approximately 100 km are shown in Figure 24 . Based on the registered parameters, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for the battery system consisting of LTO (788.2 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (816.1 Wh/km), BEV (LFP) -SUPCAP (838.5 Wh/km), SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) (988.2 Wh/km), SUPCAP (988.2 Wh/km), and DIESEL (3730.4 Wh/km). In relation to the diesel power system, energy consumption was correspondingly lower for the BEV system (LTO) by 78.9%, BEV (LFP) by 78.1%, BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP by 77.5%, SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) by 73.5%, and SUPCAP by 73.5%.
The first observation, which can be made on the basis of the obtained test results, is clearly the faster negotiation of the test route by a vehicle powered by a diesel engine. This phenomenon is related to the fact that this propulsion system, as the only one tested, has a gearbox that allows higher accelerations to be obtained even without the need to develop full rated torque by the vehicle's engine.
The long test time of approximately 4 hours allows the tendency of systems to achieve steady working temperature to be recognized. The increase of the operating temperature of the system based on LTO cells was 6.5 °C, and for the system with LFP cells, it was 16.6 °C. The lower energy loss on the internal resistance of the BEV system (LTO) is the reason for the lower total energy consumption of this system.
The Study on How Route Choice Impacts the Energy Consumption by the Electric Bus-Gdynia-Hills Route
The results of testing drive systems on four consecutive repetitions of Gdynia-Hills route with a total length of approximately 100 km are shown in Figure 25 . Based on the registered parameters, the lowest energy consumption was recorded for the battery system consisting of LTO (788.2 Wh/km), followed by BEV (LFP) (816.1 Wh/km), BEV (LFP) -SUPCAP (838.5 Wh/km), SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) (988.2 Wh/km), SUPCAP (988.2 Wh/km), and DIESEL (3730.4 Wh/km). In relation to the diesel power system, energy consumption was correspondingly lower for the BEV system (LTO) by 78.9%, BEV (LFP) by 78.1%, BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP by 77.5%, SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) by 73.5%, and SUPCAP by 73.5%.
The long test time of approximately 4 hours allows the tendency of systems to achieve steady working temperature to be recognized. The increase of the operating temperature of the system based on LTO cells was 6.5 • C, and for the system with LFP cells, it was 16.6 • C. The lower energy loss on the internal resistance of the BEV system (LTO) is the reason for the lower total energy consumption of this system.
The results of testing drive systems on four consecutive repetitions of Gdynia-Hills route with a total length of approximately 100 km are shown in Figure 25 . The first observation, which can be made on the basis of the obtained test results, is clearly the faster negotiation of the test route by a vehicle powered by a diesel engine. This phenomenon is related to the fact that this propulsion system, as the only one tested, has a gearbox that allows higher accelerations to be obtained even without the need to develop full rated torque by the vehicle's engine.
The results of testing drive systems on four consecutive repetitions of Gdynia-Hills route with a total length of approximately 100 km are shown in Figure 25 . Once again a long, a four-hour test allows the comparison of long-term temperature increases during operation. On the Gdynia-Hills route, the increase of working temperature of the system based on LTO cells was 8 °C, and the one with LFP cells 20.2 °C.
Similar to the standardized tests, and on routes based on real ones, systems with supercapacitors showed not lower but higher energy consumption compared to purely battery systems regardless of whether the route was flat or ran through hilly terrain. The level of energy consumption for the developed Gdynia-Flat (788 Wh/km) and Gdynia-Hills (856 Wh/km) test routes corresponded respectively to the level of energy consumption registered during the SORT 3 (787 Wh/km) and SORT 2 (841 Wh/km) tests. When operating the bus on routes with a significant change in slope, the energy spent on the movement of the vehicle may increase by about 10%.
The highest energy consumption of all road tests conducted was characterized by MBC (1300 Wh/km), BCDC (1021 Wh/km), OCBC (983 Wh/km), SORT 1 (968 Wh/km), UDDS-HD (925 Wh/km), Similar to the standardized tests, and on routes based on real ones, systems with supercapacitors showed not lower but higher energy consumption compared to purely battery systems regardless of whether the route was flat or ran through hilly terrain. The level of energy consumption for the developed Gdynia-Flat (788 Wh/km) and Gdynia-Hills (856 Wh/km) test routes corresponded respectively to the level of energy consumption registered during the SORT 3 (787 Wh/km) and SORT 2 (841 Wh/km) tests. When operating the bus on routes with a significant change in slope, the energy spent on the movement of the vehicle may increase by about 10%. The study involved an electric bus powered from the BEV battery pack (LFP), moving along the route Gdynia-Hills ( Figure 22 ) with a length of 24.3 km. Figure 26 shows the results of simulation tests for an electric bus during various loading conditions in the range of 20 to 90 passengers. 
Energy Consumption Tests for Changes in Passenger Load, Thermal Conditioning System, and Ambient Temperatures
Due to the high popularity of LFP cells and low energy consumption in test cycles (Section 4.1), LFP cells were selected for research to analyze the impact of changes in the state of the electric bus passenger load and ambient temperature, as well as different thermal conditioning systems, on energy consumption.
Investigation of Influence of Electric Bus Passenger Number Change on Energy Consumption
The study involved an electric bus powered from the BEV battery pack (LFP), moving along the route Gdynia-Hills ( Figure 22 ) with a length of 24.3 km. Figure 26 shows the results of simulation tests for an electric bus during various loading conditions in the range of 20 to 90 passengers. The increase in the number of passengers (Table 3 ) from 20 to 80 caused an increase in the total weight of the bus as well as a lengthening of travel time on a given route, in this particular case, by 52 s. Table 3 . Energy consumption of the electric drive system depending on the changes in the bus loading status. Based on the obtained results, the lowest energy consumption was obviously for a vehicle with the least amount of passengers on board. Changing the loading percentage between 25% and 100% of the nominal passenger load may result in an increase in energy consumed by the vehicle by about 10-35%.
Study of Influence of Ambient Temperature Changes on the Energy Consumption in an Electric Bus with a Resistive Heating Source and Air Conditioning
The thermal conditioning system of the passenger compartment and electric drive system components were analyzed. The thermal conditioning system consisted of a 3.5 kW air conditioning system (nominal consumed electrical power) and a 20 kW electric heater. The set temperature of the The increase in the number of passengers (Table 3 ) from 20 to 80 caused an increase in the total weight of the bus as well as a lengthening of travel time on a given route, in this particular case, by 52 s. Based on the obtained results, the lowest energy consumption was obviously for a vehicle with the least amount of passengers on board. Changing the loading percentage between 25% and 100% of the nominal passenger load may result in an increase in energy consumed by the vehicle by about 10-35%.
The thermal conditioning system of the passenger compartment and electric drive system components were analyzed. The thermal conditioning system consisted of a 3.5 kW air conditioning system (nominal consumed electrical power) and a 20 kW electric heater. The set temperature of the passenger compartment was, in all cases, set to 20 • C. The research was conducted on an electric propulsion system powered with BEV (LFP) on the Gdynia-Flat test route while changing the ambient temperature range from +30 • C to −10 • C. Figure 27 shows the results of simulation reports for an electric bus operated for different ambient temperature values.
Energies 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 33 of 39 passenger compartment was, in all cases, set to 20 °C. The research was conducted on an electric propulsion system powered with BEV (LFP) on the Gdynia-Flat test route while changing the ambient temperature range from +30 °C to −10 °C. Figure 27 shows the results of simulation reports for an electric bus operated for different ambient temperature values. Based on the obtained results, it can be inferred that the lowest energy consumption was noted for tests conducted at an ambient temperature of 20 °C. An increase in temperature by 10 °C caused an increase in energy consumption by 5.5%. This phenomenon was related to the necessity of thermal conditioning of the passenger compartment and elements of the electric drive system. The situation was similar when the temperature dropped. At an ambient temperature of 0 °C, an increase in energy consumption by 65.8% was noted, while at an ambient temperature of −10 °C, this increase was 98.8%, almost twice the consumption at 20 °C.
The power consumed by a classic, resistive heating system (Table 4) is of great importance when operating electric buses in public transport. The average operating range was 106.86 km for the electric bus in question with an energy storage consisting of LFP cells and a resistive thermal conditioning system. The minimum value of the achieved range was only 74.58 km, at an ambient temperature of −10 °C, while for an ambient temperature of 20 °C, this value is twice as high and amounts to 148.31 km. In contrast to the energy consumption of the electric drive system, the energy for heating the passenger compartment cannot be minimized, for example, by changing the speed on the route, because the bus operates through a strictly defined time schedule, while the heating system constantly consumes power even when the vehicle is stationary (e.g., in a traffic jam). The solution to this problem can be either to reduce losses (caused, for example, by the need to ventilate the cabin) or to use a heat pump that will provide the necessary heat flux while using less valuable electricity. Based on the obtained results, it can be inferred that the lowest energy consumption was noted for tests conducted at an ambient temperature of 20 • C. An increase in temperature by 10 • C caused an increase in energy consumption by 5.5%. This phenomenon was related to the necessity of thermal conditioning of the passenger compartment and elements of the electric drive system. The situation was similar when the temperature dropped. At an ambient temperature of 0 • C, an increase in energy consumption by 65.8% was noted, while at an ambient temperature of −10 • C, this increase was 98.8%, almost twice the consumption at 20 • C.
The power consumed by a classic, resistive heating system (Table 4) is of great importance when operating electric buses in public transport. The average operating range was 106.86 km for the electric bus in question with an energy storage consisting of LFP cells and a resistive thermal conditioning system. The minimum value of the achieved range was only 74.58 km, at an ambient temperature of −10 • C, while for an ambient temperature of 20 • C, this value is twice as high and amounts to 148.31 km. In contrast to the energy consumption of the electric drive system, the energy for heating the passenger compartment cannot be minimized, for example, by changing the speed on the route, because the bus operates through a strictly defined time schedule, while the heating system constantly consumes power even when the vehicle is stationary (e.g., in a traffic jam). The solution to this problem can be either to reduce losses (caused, for example, by the need to ventilate the cabin) or to use a heat pump that will provide the necessary heat flux while using less valuable electricity.
Study of Influence of Ambient Temperature Changes on the Energy Consumption in an Electric Bus with a Heat Pump
The thermal conditioning system of the passenger compartment and electric drive system components were analyzed. The thermal conditioning system consisted of a 3.5 kW heat pump (nominal consumed electrical power). An electric drive system powered from the LFP battery pack was tested on the Gdynia-Flat test route at a change in ambient temperature range of +30 • C to −10 • C. As in the previous case, the set temperature of the passenger compartment was in all cases held at 20 • C. Figure 28 presents the parameters obtained by vehicles during the tests. The thermal conditioning system of the passenger compartment and electric drive system components were analyzed. The thermal conditioning system consisted of a 3.5 kW heat pump (nominal consumed electrical power). An electric drive system powered from the LFP battery pack was tested on the Gdynia-Flat test route at a change in ambient temperature range of +30 °C to −10 °C. As in the previous case, the set temperature of the passenger compartment was in all cases held at 20 °C. Figure 28 presents the parameters obtained by vehicles during the tests. Based on the obtained results, the lowest energy consumption was noted for tests conducted at an ambient temperature of 20 °C. An increase in temperature by 10 °C caused an increase in energy consumption by 5.5%. Similar to the system with a resistance heater and the air conditioning system, this phenomenon was related to the necessity of thermal conditioning of the passenger compartment and electric drive system components. Completely different results were obtained for the situation of the outside temperature drop. At an ambient temperature of 0 °C, an increase in energy consumption by about 11% was noted, while for an ambient temperature of −10 °C, this increase was 16.5%. The average operating range for a bus with an electric drive system and an energy storage composed of LFP cells for a thermal conditioning system with a heat pump was 136.07 km.
In the situation of bus operating at low ambient temperatures, energy consumption may increase from between 16.5% to 100% compared to the operation of the vehicle at an ambient temperature of 20 °C, depending on whether the heat source is a heat pump or a simple resistance heater.
Figure 28.
Results of simulation tests for the Gdynia-Flat route during changes the ambient temperature.
Based on the obtained results (Table 5) , the lowest energy consumption was noted for tests conducted at an ambient temperature of 20 • C. An increase in temperature by 10 • C caused an increase in energy consumption by 5.5%. Similar to the system with a resistance heater and the air conditioning system, this phenomenon was related to the necessity of thermal conditioning of the passenger compartment and electric drive system components. Completely different results were obtained for the situation of the outside temperature drop. At an ambient temperature of 0 • C, an increase in energy consumption by about 11% was noted, while for an ambient temperature of −10 • C, this increase was 16.5%. The average operating range for a bus with an electric drive system and an energy storage composed of LFP cells for a thermal conditioning system with a heat pump was 136.07 km.
In the situation of bus operating at low ambient temperatures, energy consumption may increase from between 16.5% to 100% compared to the operation of the vehicle at an ambient temperature of 20 • C, depending on whether the heat source is a heat pump or a simple resistance heater.
CO 2 Emission
The use of electric drive in buses, in addition to the benefits associated with the economics of use and reduction of generated noise, has a main advantage: the absence of emissions of any gases in the place of vehicle operation, including any CO 2 belonging to the greenhouse gas group (GHG).
However, the energy that is used to charge the battery pack of electric vehicles can come from conventional sources related to the combustion of fossil fuels. The share of fossil fuels in the production of electricity varies, depending on the sources used by the country and the CO 2 emission equivalent, can range from 24 gCO 2 eq/kWh in the southern regions of Norway to 1231 gCO 2 eq/kWh in Estonia. It should also be clearly stated that the emission of pollutants from a combined heat and power plant (often having a high energy conversion efficiency of 45%) with installed filtration systems has a significantly smaller impact on the natural environment than the emission of pollutants generated by Figure 29 shows the approximate values of the CO 2 mass equivalent per 1 kWh of electric energy in a given country/region.
However, the energy that is used to charge the battery pack of electric vehicles can come from conventional sources related to the combustion of fossil fuels. The share of fossil fuels in the production of electricity varies, depending on the sources used by the country and the CO2 emission equivalent, can range from 24 gCO2 eq/kWh in the southern regions of Norway to 1231 gCO2 eq/kWh in Estonia. It should also be clearly stated that the emission of pollutants from a combined heat and power plant (often having a high energy conversion efficiency of 45%) with installed filtration systems has a significantly smaller impact on the natural environment than the emission of pollutants generated by vehicle combustion engines. Figure 29 shows the approximate values of the CO2 mass equivalent per 1 kWh of electric energy in a given country/region. Table 6 presents the values of equivalent CO2 emissions generated by different configurations of electric drive systems at energy consumption levels as shown in Table 2 . Table 6 . Potential possible CO2 emission amounts generated by a bus with each drive system configuration. Table 6 presents the values of equivalent CO 2 emissions generated by different configurations of electric drive systems at energy consumption levels as shown in Table 2 . 
Test

Conclusions
This article presents the results of modeling the electric drive system of a bus powered from a hybrid energy store consisting of accumulators and supercapacitors in five different configurations. The developed models of electric drive systems were used for simulation tests using standardized test procedures as well as routes developed on the basis of real road conditions. The in-depth results of simulation tests for various operational scenarios have been provided, including variable conditions of loading, ambient temperature, and slope of the road.
The obtained test results showed that the smallest average power consumption among all six configurations was characterized by a drive system powered by BEV LTO.
The use of this type of energy storage enabled more than a five-fold (5.17) (4.91 for BEV (LFP); 4.79 for BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP; and 3.92 for SUPCAP-BEV (LFP) and SUPCAP) energy reduction compared to a diesel vehicle, and almost twice (1.94) (1.89 for BEV (LFP); 1.82 for BEV (LFP)-SUPCAP; 1.61 for SUPCAP-BEV (LFP); and 1.93 for SUPCAP) the reduction of CO 2 emissions.
The total energy consumption of the vehicle is also influenced by the used thermal conditioning system of the passenger compartment and electric drive system components. The use of a system using a resistive heating system can increase the energy consumption during the prevailing temperatures of −10 • C up to 100% in relation to the ambient temperature at 20 • C, which is associated with a vehicle range decrease by approximately 50%. Bearing in mind the amount of energy consumed, better effects related to temperature conditioning of the passenger compartment and electric drive system components were obtained using a heat pump.
On the basis of the test results obtained, as well as the properties of batteries used in electric bus drive systems (charge/discharge level, operating temperature, charging/discharging current), the type of cells can be chosen, as well as the method of their connection, depending on the planned place of operation defined by the length of the route, differences in slope, and temperature changes.
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